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news
aerie q3 comps up 19%

Aerie comparable store sales rose 19% in the
third quarter, following a 21% increase in the
same quarter last year. Year to date comps
for the intimates division of parent company
American Eagle Outfitters (AEO) are up
23%, following a 25% increase in the first nine
months of 2016.
“We posted our 14th consecutive quarter of
positive comps,” boasted Jen Foyle, Aerie’s
global brand president. She added, speaking
during the conference call to discuss the
results, “We experienced sales growth in
stores across all formats driven by traffic
increases, and digital sales were extremely

strong. We continue to build our customer
file, adding 13% to our loyalty members in the
third quarter.”
Meanwhile, for AEO as a whole, net
income fell in the three months ended
October 28, 2017 to $63.7 million on higher
sales of $960.4 million, compared to earnings of $75.8 million on sales of $940.6 million in the same quarter in 2016. In addition
to intimates, AEO sells a broad range of
apparel for men and women.
In the conference call, CEO Jay
Schottenstein noted, “Aerie has unique
appeal in today’s marketplace and represents
a significant growth opportunity. We’ve
been thrilled with Aerie’s growing brand
equity and our goal is to reach $1 billion over
the next few years.”
Foyle added, “As our brand expands, new
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store growth and customer acquisition are
major priorities. New stores drive digital
sales in those markets. We recently opened
up on Miami’s Lincoln Road with an updated store format where we took some of the
best learnings and brand experiences from
our Soho pop-up store. We tailored that
store to the market with an expanded swimwear collection and we are very excited with
the early success.”
A chart provided by the company noted
that the net number of Aerie stand-alone
stores has risen from 102 as of January 28,
2017 to 110 as of October 28. Meanwhile the
number of Aerie “side by side” locations,
which are inside larger American Eagle
stores and are counted separately, has risen
from 88 to 114 during the same period.
Encouraging information about the crossover between American Eagle (AE) apparel
customers and Aerie intimates customers
was provided by AE global brand president
Chad Kessler. “It’s actually a fantastic
growth opportunity for us because the number of Aerie customers who shop AE is a
very high percent. The majority of Aerie
customers shop AE, but the majority of AE
women’s customers do not yet shop Aerie, so
we’re putting in place some strategies with
the marketing team and cross-pollination to
encourage those AE women customers who
are not yet shopping Aerie to become introduced to the brand and to shop Aerie.”
There are currently 943 AE stores in all.
Foyle had noted some “softness” in bra
sales during the last conference call in
August, and said in the current call, “we saw
some negative comp trends in August in
bras, but we went after the Real Me bra in
September, and from there on it was really
interesting how the bra business turned
around for us. The core bra business has
really turned on for us,” she continued.
“We’re excited about that and we’re definitely
not taking our eyes off this business. This is
where we build loyalty, and the team has
worked fast and furiously around bra launches for 2018. We have a couple coming our
way right now and they’re very, very exciting.
I think the customer is going to love them,
tried and true performance bras that we
(Continued on page 6)
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know are going to work for us in some of our key categories that we
already have had success in. Then throughout the year, you’re going
to see the focus is coming back to bras for us. We know our customer loves our bras and our fits, and we’re excited with what we see
also in bralettes. Really interesting - in Q4, we’re really starting to
see through the month of November nice comps in our right price
business there, so there still is demand for bralettes. I think it got a
little saturated out there, and we’re still going to keep that as a part
of our business, and certainly we see the customer--you know, there
is a demand there as well. So bras are at the forefront of everything
we do, so we’re excited about what’s ahead.”
Foyle explained, “It’s extremely gratifying to see our customers
responding to a broad range of merchandise that completes the
Aerie lifestyle. In addition to strength in core intimates, including
bras and undies, we saw strength in apparel, active wear and swim
wear. Our active collection, Chill Play Move, is exceeding our
expectations. New fabrics and fits have been very well received and
go great with our new cozy fleece tops. To date, the holiday season
has been terrific. We’ve had a very strong response to the holiday
assortment and our gift items also
across the board.”
An interesting note about the
connection between brick and
mortar stores and internet sales
was provided during the call by
CFO Robert Madore. “Aerie
digital business is unbelievable.
It’s almost 40% this quarter, and
what we’ve seen is where we’ve
opened an Aerie store--you know,
we currently operate in about 17
states so there’s a lot of white
space for additional brick and
mortar stores, but what we’ve
found is where we open a brick
and mortar store, in the same kind
of mile radius it tends to drive
digital demand at 1.5 times the
store’s sales, so it’s clearly a driver
of digital sales and demand and performance. If you take that and
look at all of the opportunities that we have to open additional brick
and mortar stores, I think we’re going to continue to see really deep
penetration in digital within the Aerie brand.” — NM
The complete conference call transcript can be found here: http://
www.nasdaq.com/aspx/call-transcript.aspx?StoryId=4130141&Titl
e=american-eagle-outfitters-aeo-ceo-jay-schottenstein-on-q3-2017-results-earnings-call-transcript
(Continued on page 8)
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calvin klein q3 sales strong

tion, we’ve had one of our strongest weeks on
record with Calvin Klein underwear business.”
— NM
The complete conference call can be found
here: https://seekingalpha.com/article/4128782pvhs-pvh-ceo-manny-chirico-q3-2017-resultsearnings-call-transcript?page=1

“As we look out, internationally, the biggest
growth that we’ve seen with Calvin Klein
brand has been in our women’s intimates
bli: more growth in 2018
business and our women’s jeans business,”
BL Intimates (BLI), following a year of expandeclared PVH chairman and CEO Manny
sion in 2017, plans still more in 2018, adding new
Chirico, describing one of the many factors
retailers in this country, international distributhat led to strong growth in sales and profits
tion in Europe, a new sleepwear program and
for the company in the third quarter.
the possibility of new bras and shapers in the
Overall, the giant firm, representing a host
Exquisite Form line.
of brands and apparel categories, reported
“2017 has definitely been the most successful
net income of $238.7 million on sales of $
year
for Exquisite Form yet!” declared BLI’s
2.220 billion for the three months ended
Stephanie Bronk in an interview with BODY.
October 29, 2017, compared to a profit of
www.patricecatanzaroofficial.com
Quick Delivery – Door To Door Prices
“Our customers have been asking for color, so
$126.1 million on sales of $ 2.123 billion in the
From XS to 4XL / Made to order
we introduced five new style/colors in our
same period last year.
Exquisite
Form
Fully
bras that shipped in Spring 2017. The demand
Discussing the quarter during the conference call with stock analysts, Chirico added, “We’ve seen our Calvin Klein underwear busi- for color has been stronger than expected and we are trying to keep
ness in all channels of business really accelerate through the month up! We are extremely happy with their performance.”
In recent months BLI also announced it would be “taking over the
of November, and in particular that the Black Friday week through
(Continued on page 10)
Cyber Monday, of course department store channel and distribu-
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current
Vanity
Fair
Coloratura sleepwear program, and will be re-branding it under the Exquisite
Form name. This transition
will take place in early 2018,
and we will begin shipping
to all retailers in March
2018. Our goal for this transition was to keep all elements of the program
unchanged. We will continue to run the same styles
and colors as the existing
program, and will be offering fashion colors multiple times a year.”
“This past fall, we met with all the current
Vanity Fair Coloratura retailers, and
received commitments for the new
Exquisite Form sleepwear program.
Everyone is so thankful that this legendary
program will continue to live on, now under
Exquisite Form – a brand
that is known worldwide for
its extremely loyal customers.
We are very excited to be able
to offer a whole new category, and we look forward to
launching in Spring 2018!”
The line expansions have
helped find new customers
for BLI. “In 2017, we introduced many new retailers
and distributors across the
country. Multiple well-established intimates’ e-tailers
(HerRoom.com, Freshpair.
com, Classicshapewear.com,
to name a few) are now carrying the Exquisite Form program, and our goal for 2018 is
to continue further expansion
with an emphasis on Ecomm.
We also plan on further
expanding our team of sales
reps. While our current team
has been doing a fantastic job
at seeking out new boutiques

10
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and at servicing our current ones, we are
always on the lookout for passionate and
hard-working sales reps. At this time we
have openings on West Coast and the
Midwest, those interested can reach out to
the Exquisite Form account manager
Stephanie Bronk at sbronk@blintimates.
com, 514-858-9254 ext 224.”

The expansion in Europe
will be driven by a new distributor for the company.
“BLI has partnered with API
Apparel Partners International
GmbH (Andreas Luetjen)
who will handle the distribution of the brand in the following countries: Germany,
Austria,
Switzerland,
Belgium,
Netherlands,
Luxembourg, Denmark and
the UK. The Exquisite Form
program
launched
on
November 1rst 2017, and shipments to customers will begin
at the end of 2018.”
Asked about further line
expansions, Bronk noted, “Aside from
sleepwear, we hope to expand our Exquisite
Form bra and shapers assortment in the
coming year. Our plans are still under wraps
but our customers can rest assured that any
additions to the program will continue to
offer the same reliable solution-based products that they trust and depend
on.” — NM

naked q3 sales rise

Naked Brand Group sales
improved during its latest quarter,
but it reported a striking drop in
department store sales, continued
to lose money and surprised with a
significant shift away from the
men’s side of the underwear business.
Naked, which is close to merging with New Zealand-based
Bendon, reported a smaller loss of
$903,139 on higher sales of
$620,928 in its third quarter, compared to the same period last year.
In the three months ended
October 31, 2016 the company lost
$2,362,600 on sales of $551,494.
Despite the 12.6% increase in
overall sales during the quarter,
Naked suffered a dramatic drop in
department store sales and sales
(Continued on page 11)
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on its own website. Department store sales
dropped 36.5% to $169,100 for the three
months ended October 31, 2017, compared
to $266,300 during the same period in 2016.
“The reason for the decrease in department
store sales is as a result of (i) the loss of
Nordstrom in store accounts, (ii) the overall
percentage increase of sales to other channels,” the company claimed in its report.
Naked added, “Overall increases in sales
for the period were most significantly driven
by an increase in sales to third party ecommerce sales including the addition of
Amazon, off-price store sales including a
large sale of women’s off-price inventory to
HauteLook, and an increase in overall specialty store accounts.”
Naked did not provide an explanation for
the 12.1% drop in sales to consumers on its
own web platform. It stated, “Net sales
through our ecommerce store (www.wearnaked.com) were approximately $87,500 for

Advisor to
Cortland Foundations
in its recent acquisition by
Rago Foundations, LLC
718-676-4444 · Nick@fmmg.com / Nick.Monjo@gmail.com
the third quarter ended October 31, 2017
compared to $99,600 during the same period in fiscal 2016,” adding, “Sales through our
ecommerce store accounted for approximately 14.1% of total net sales in 2017 as
compared to 18.1% of total net sales in 2016.”
“Net sales through third party ecommerce
sites increased to approximately $64,600 for
the third quarter ended October 31, 2017
compared to $14,500 in the same period in
fiscal 2016, an increase of 345.8%. Sales
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through these channels accounted for
approximately 10.4% of total net sales in 2017
as compared to 2.6% of total net sales in 2016.
This increase is attributable to new thirdparty ecommerce accounts added in fiscal
2017, specifically the addition of Amazon.
Sales to retail and specialty store accounts
constituted approximately $201,200, or
32.4% of total net sales in 2017, as compared
to $145,800, or 26.4% of total net sales in
2016. Total sales to retail and specialty store
sales increased by approximately 38% over
the comparative year, due to the addition of
accounts.”
During the quarter there was a dramatic
increase in sales to discount stores. “During
the three-month period ended October 31,
2017, we sold approximately $96,500 in out
of season and overstock inventory through
off price sales channels, compared to $25,200
in the same period of 2016. Sales to these
customers accounted for approximately
15.5% of total net sales in the current quarter,
as compared to 4.6% of total net sales in the
comparative quarter in 2016.”
(Continued on page 12)
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Naked appears close to its announced
merger with Bendon and is currently sharing offices with that company. — NM

(Continued from page 11)

In a dramatic turn for a public company
with its origins in men’s underwear, Naked’s
sales of men’s products plummeted to just
20.9% of its total during the quarter and it
announced the end of its licensing deal with
basketball star Dwyane Wade. No explanation was given, but the company emphasized, “We continue to see most of our
growth driven by our women’s collections.”
As recently as the quarter ended April 30,
2016, men’s products constituted 55% of total
sales.
In reporting the December 7th signing of
the termination agreement with Wade
Enterprises, LLC it said it paid “$200,000
cash to Wade which [included] a one-time
royalty payment of $150,000 and $50,000 to
re-purchase 365,688 warrants and 36,569
anti-dilution warrants held by Wade.”
For the first nine months this year the company has lost $5,716,874 on sales of
$1,746,644 compared to a loss of $8,204,475
on sales of 1,292,132 in the same period in
2016. Overall, Naked said, as of October
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jacques levine returns

31st, it had “an accumulated deficit of
$62,896,457 and expects to incur significant
further losses in the development of its business.”

“The Jacques Levine company is thrilled to
be back in business producing quality leisure
footwear for the customer who likes style
and comfort,” declared Bruce Hausman, the
man who recently took control of the label.
As part of the relaunch of the brand it will
be exhibiting at the upcoming Curve show
in New York.
Founded in 1936, Jacques Levine slippers
were once found in many a lingerie boutique,
as well as hundreds of other shops, “including all the premiere independents and major
department stores,” according to Hausman.
In recent decades, however, distribution
dwindled, a situation he is determined to
reverse.
Hausman is ideally positioned to engineer
the renaissance. He is the owner of a successful shoe retailer, Footnotes in New
(Continued on page 13)
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Jersey, which has been in business since
1946 and has carried Jacques Levine for 56
years. Not only does he know the brand,
but “we understand what the woman looks
for in comfort at home.”
“The Jacques Levine Brand will continue
forward with the true classics of the brand,
which Jacques Levine has become known
for. With that in mind, we have introduced,
and are continuing to work on, more contemporary looks that women can wear
indoor and outdoor. The introduction of
the outdoor “slipper” has already been tested successfully in New York to Los Angeles
and from Palm Beach to Houston. The
outdoor aspect of the Jacques Levine brand
was missing and we look to give that
woman the comfort she expects inside the
home to be worn outside as well.”
Hausman continued, “In adapting to the
current lifestyles, we’re focused on developing a full line of indoor/outdoor leisure
footwear – our latest indoor/outdoor styles

carry the elegance that made Jacques
Levine a household name while adapting to
more modern needs and desires. For next
fall, we’ll be producing suede and shearling
leisure wear that can be worn indoors and
outdoors.”
“The base line of classics, including the
#4640 and #1221 in their full array of
sought after colors, will remain. Our open
stock program carries 4-10 mediums and
6-10 narrow. With our background in retail,
we understand the value an open stock program can provide to the independent retailer. In addition, any size we don’t have we’ll
custom make with an approximate eight
week turn around.”
Hausman emphasized that it was the
proven success of the brand in his own
stores in Englewood and Millburn that
convinced him to take on the endeavor in
the fall of 2017. He added it is also now selling in such retailers as “The NY Fitting
Room in Brooklyn; Peress on Madison
Avenue in New York; Drawer Full of
Lingerie in Boca Raton, Florida; and
Rangoni Shoes in La Jolla, California and

Palm Beach, Florida.”
Hausman’s first hand experience as a specialty retailer himself should be particularly
encouraging for stores considering Jacques
Levine. “With my 46 years of retail experience, much of it on the floor working with
new customers and nurturing relationships
with existing customers, we value the time
that goes into every sale on the floor! We
don’t want to see that time wasted by online
discounting. With the advent of the online
shopping, we completely understand the
difficulty competing in an online retail environment where the lowest bidder wins. To
help keep the playing field level and maintain brand integrity, we have instituted a
MAP (Minimum Advertised Price) Policy
disallowing any retailer to undersell the suggested price. We’re here for the customer
and here for the retailer just as much!”
Production quality is also of great concern. Currently, “All production occurs in
Spain. We work very closely with our production teams to ensure delivery and quality
are nothing but top notch as always.”
(Continued on page 14)
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Retail prices for the existing collection fall
“between $120 and $148. However, we are
looking to expand the product line to include
some less expensive, more accessible
shearling and suede slippers made in China,”
said Hausman.
“The quality will only improve as time goes
on as our only focus is on style and production. Unlike the past, we will focus solely on

slippers and leisure wear, and not expand
into espadrilles or evening shoes as done in
the past. Jacques Levine aims to once again
become a household name for all generations.”
The East Coast contact for the brand is
Debra Lewis at Debra@jacqueslevine.com,
917-562-6715. She will be at the upcoming
Curve show. The West Coast contact is
Jeanine Jassem at Jeanine@jacqueslevine.
com, 818-266-0355. — NM

oh zuza! is new

Oh! Zuza is a new brand from Vanilla Night
& Day, a Polish intimates firm that made its
first U.S. show appearance at Curve in the
summer of 2016.
Vanilla will bring the new collection to the
upcoming Curve show in New York at the
end of February.
The firm’s Marek Cynkier emailed BODY,
in response to questions, that the label
launched this fall and is a “multi style line,
designed mainly for young people.” In addition to many fashion oriented pieces there
are “some classics as well.”
There are “over 90” styles in the collection,
which includes nightdresses, chemises, pajamas, teddies, rompers, sleep pants and
shorts, robes and dressing gowns. U.S.
wholesale prices range from $20 to $80. Silk
pieces are included among the higher priced
items according to Cynkier.
The agent for all the company’s brands,
including Oh! Zuza, in this country is Malky
Rosenthal, Classic Lingerie, 1845 52nd
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11204, mrosen11230@
gmail.com. Contact Cynkier at m.cynkier@
vnd.pl. — NM

aporei looking to expand

Aporei (rhymes with the Italian pronunciation of amore) is a lingerie collection by
owner and designer Andi Vance Fagen, that
is looking to transition from strictly custom
made to wholesale in 2018.
The name itself comes from “the Galician
word apoñer meaning to yoke together.
Which again blends back to the sophisticatedly sexy, blending two separate ideas to
make something beautiful,” she explained.
“Aporei launched in 2012 as a small custom

14
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made shop. At the time I had just relocated
to Miami and was looking to provide custom services for women looking for well
made lingerie, wedding dresses, bridesmaid
dresses, and little girls clothes. We just
recently launched the ready to wear items
late this summer.”
“As of today, Aporei is not in any retail
locations,” she continued. “We just started
our out reach to local boutiques in Miami
and Des Moines, with a few leads to poten-

tial January orders. My 2018 focus will be to
grow the wholesale business.” Currently the
line is sold from its website, www.aporei.
com, and an Etsy shop. “We also started a
fulfilled by Amazon business this past month
(domestically).”
“I grew up always sewing with my mother.
We didn’t have a lot of money so when it
came to prom, homecoming, or any big
event we always decided to make my dresses
together. This started my passion for custom made clothing which I did on the side
through high school and college, and
brought me to designing and making my
(Continued on page 15)
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own wedding dress last year. I also have a
bachelor of science in apparel merchandising, design and production from Iowa State
University. During my junior year I had an
internship at Aether Apparel in Los Angeles
and fell in love with tech design and the
business behind production. The next summer packed up everything and worked in
the Los Angeles fashion industry for NSF
and Sol Angeles doing product development, design, tech design, sourcing, and
production roles for these small companies.
I worked with factories domestically and
overseas during this time until moving to
Miami for my husband and carrying on
remotely at Sol Angeles while building
Aporei. I decided to grow the line to ready
to wear after I started making lots of lingerie for custom bridal shower gifts. I noticed
a lack in the industry for lingerie that
women want to wear. Everything I kept
finding was catered towards a male fantasy,

too expensive or, dare I say, basic when it
comes to mass retailers. I finally made
www.aporei.com an ecommerce site in
June of 2017.”
Asked what sets her collection apart,
Fagen responded, “#1 Aporei began with
custom made pieces, meaning I was constantly listening to each woman’s concerns
and wants and based the line upon that
knowledge. The tag line is Sophisticatedly
Sexy because it is lingerie a woman
WANTS to wear. Not to entice a partner,
not something she only does on special
occasions. She likes to wear it because it
helps bring out her inner self.”
“#2 Half of the pieces are hand-made in
the USA.”
“#3 Next month I am launching a campaign to give a portion of the proceeds to
Girls Inc. to empower young girls, so that
the next generation of women never have to
say #MeToo.”
The designer continued, noting, “we offer
competitive margins. My intention is to
always keep the overhead low, and to pass
those savings on to the retailer and ulti-
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mately the consumer. Because of my background in small businesses, I not only have
experience in designing, but also sourcing,
producing, negotiating and marketing.
This allows me to always keep the staff tight
and the expenses low.”
Prices range from a floral lace bra and
cheeky panty set at $30 wholesale (MSRP
$60), on up to a floral lace “maxi robe” at
$40 wholesale (MSRP $80). Currently the
collection is small and includes a few other
bra and panty sets and body suits. But
Fagen plans to expand. “With the success of
the maxi robe, I am working on a few robe
styles for 2018. For Valentine’s day I am
going to launch a few of the classic styles in
limited edition colors. In addition I have
plans for silk pajamas and waist garters.”
What is her retail strategy? “I really want
to have a presence in smaller boutiques to
start. I don’t require a minimum buy, and I
want to help their business expand while
growing mine. In the long-long term, I
would love to find a large retail partner to
do some private label collections.” Currently

JANUARY 2018 • BODY
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Fagen is looking for an independent sales
rep.
“If I could leave retailers with one note,”
she concluded, “it is that I am constantly
listening to feedback and do my best customer service no matter how small the client. Even on the Etsy platform you will
never see a review that I didn’t do my best to
make their order special.” Contact the
designer at andi@aporei.com or sales@
aporei.com or (786) 505-4570. — NM

evgenia: vintage-inspired

“I sell silk and French lace lingerie pieces, all
of which are inspired by lingerie of other
eras,” explained Stephanie Bodnar of her
romantic and unusual collection, Evgenia
Lingerie.
“I often collaborate with illustrators on
custom prints and use antique embellishment techniques. Prices range from $46 for
a silk and lace Sleep Mask, to $410 for the
Floralia Petal Chemise, which features custom printed silk crepe de chine and hand-set
insertion lace details. My best selling piece,
the Janus Ribbon Corset, retails for $188.”
“Evgenia is all about the dichotomy of
strength and delicacy; while all my pieces
are made of fine fabrics, they’re sturdily
constructed, and meant to last a long time.
They’re feminine and vintage-inspired, yet fashionforward, in essence seasonless,” explained the
designer in response to
questions from BODY.
“I’m inspired by vintage
and antique fashion and
lingerie. I also draw inspiration from music, dance,
storytelling, poetry and
nature.”
“I’m a big proponent of
versatility, so it’s important to me that my customers be able to wear my
pieces not only as part of a
boudoir ensemble, but

16
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also out and about. For example, the
Evgenia Deco Camisole looks fantastic
with jeans, and the Ribbon Corset makes a
beautiful belt when cinched over a cocktail
dress. I also hand-make all my pieces myself
in my West Marin atelier, which allows for
a unique customer experience. I can customize pieces based on fit
and style preference, and
love meeting with clients
in person.”
The designer sells direct
to consumers in an Etsy.
com store, but also through
a limited number of retailers. “Two of my best boutiques are French Theft
Lingerie in Los Gatos,
California and A La Folie
in Oakland, California. I’d
love to add more to the
roster, especially on the
East Coast. I have pieces
at Esme in Shanghai, as
well as at Closet 13 in
Romania,” she added.
“I primarily sell online
and through trunk shows and events.
Wholesale is part of my business, but not
the majority of it. I just had a baby in
August, so I’m on a hiatus from events until
at least February 2018, but I’m excited to
ramp back up. I’d love to add more wholesale clients, and am currently finishing up a
brand new shop/atelier space
on my property in Northern
California.”
Bodnar added she is looking for a sales representative.
“If there’s a good match for
someone who deals with
indie designers in an high end
environment, I’d be interested to meet them.”
The designer has “a degree
in Fashion Design from
FIDM in San Francisco,
before which I earned my
Creative Writing BA from
Carnegie Mellon University.
I worked as a fitter and assistant buyer for A La Folie

when it was in Berkeley, and worked as a
freelance apparel designer for several Bay
Area companies. I started my business as
Honey Cooler Handmade in 2011,” she continued. “HCH was focused on one-of-akind pieces, using vintage laces and limited
stock silk fabrics. In 2014, I was accepted to
the Fashion Incubator of San
Francisco at Macy’s Union
Square, where I was a
designer in residence for 2014
and 2015. It was there that I
rebranded my line as Evgenia
and I’ve been the owner and
designer since the get-go.”
“My next official collection
will launch for Fall 2018. In
the meantime, I’ll have two
limited-edition corset styles
launching for Valentine’s
Day. I try to release two collections each year, but obviously with the arrival of my
daughter, things had to slow
down for a while.”
What sets her designs apart?
“I touch every piece I sell, from
cutting, to sewing, to finishing. When stores
work with me, they can often order pieces
one at a time, and request custom pieces for
customers with a quick turnaround. I don’t
skimp on materials, and the high quality of
my lingerie is evident when experiencing
them in person. I also love to host trunk
shows with my boutiques!” — NM
Contacts for Evgenia: hello@iamevgenia.
com; iamevgenia.com; twitter.com/evgenialingerie; facebook.com/iamevgenia

studio collants fashion hose

Studio Collants is an established Polish
hosiery firm, with an extensive collection
and a U.S. distributor who will be exhibiting for the first time at Curve in New York
in February.
“Sizes come in small/medium and medium/large, and there are select styles available in x-large and xx-large,” according to
Irma Smith, who began distributing the
line here in 2017. “Each hosiery includes a
high gloss photograph cover with quality
unique packaging for a great display.”
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Wholesale prices range from $8.00 to
$12.00, and retail MSRP prices range from
$21.00 to $28.00.
Studio Collants offers several different
labels and about 150 different designs, “great
for any occasions, be it from special wedding day, to spicing up your business attire,
to a sexy night out. Any pair is sure to
enhance your attire,” according to Smith.
She noted that the company in Poland is
owned by “Zdzislaw Wesecki, Agnieszka
Wesecka and Michal Sobon, and was
founded in 1997.”
U.S. retailers currently selling the brand
include “Anna Bella Fine Lingerie (GA),
Sensuous Legs (CA), Elegant Up
(GA), and Aricie (CA),” according to
the distributor.
“Since Studio Collants is fairly new to
the U.S. market we hope to create a
brand awareness. With the upcoming
Curve trade show, we hope to introduce
the brand to both boutiques and department stores,” explained Josh Ordonio,
one of the distribution representatives
who will be at the show. Contact them
at info@studiocollants.us.
“Studio Collants is one of the most
dynamically developing companies in
the hosiery industry in Europe,” concluded the distributor. “Two times a
year employees of Studio Collants
develop new designs, new solutions,
embedded in the latest fashion trends
that are tailored to customer needs.
From the beginning of their activity,
they have focused on comfort, elegance and high quality. Care for precision and control at every stage of production guarantees you the highest
quality of our products that are made
of the best materials, based on the latest technologies.”

mod adds swim

MOD by Parfait has introduced a swim
collection, as well as adding new intimates
styles. The four new groups of Autumn/

Winter 2018 lingerie will begin shipping to
retailers at the start of July 2018.
The new MOD label in what Parfait calls
the “millennial lingerie category,” offers
eight groups with styles that range in retail
price from $15.00 to $52.00. Sizes range
from A to F cup, 32 – 42 bands and XS –
3XL bottoms.
“Presenting a series of fashion-forward silhouettes alongside reinvented basics, the
AW18 season is marked by romantic winter
hues, the prettiest satin and lace, and unexpected details including wraparound bodices, clever cut-outs, innovative back silhouettes and over-bust straps,” according to
Parfait.
“Elevating everyday basics to a sexy-yetsophisticated level, brand new “Deco” is
perfect for the girl wanting to embrace the

lingerie-as-outerwear trend. Available in
Bare or Black, a Y-Back Front Closure Bra
features over-bust straps designed to be
seen, while a convertible, Wire-Free
Strapless Bra features an unexpected crisscross cut-out at the center, reminiscent of
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swimwear styling and effectively giving the
strapless bra as we know it a fashion-forward reboot. A matching Brazilian Thong
and Hipster further feature cheeky, crisscross cut-outs to complete the look.”
“Furthering the innovative season,
“Amour” presents an all-over lace Cross
Plunge Padded Bra with exposed crisscross panels extending under the bust,
wrapping around the rib cage to the back.
An Unlined Wire Bra and Bikini complete
the collection, offered in feminine Aubergine
or Black. Romantic “Nouveau” also features
exposed details, seen in a Racerback Padded
Bra with lace angel wing panels along the
T-back silhouette. A convertible Strapless
Bra, Brazilian Thong and Hipster are also
offered, available in European Nude or
Black against lace and stretch satin.”
“New collection “Allure” expands
MOD’s silhouette offerings with a
standout Bodysuit, equally perfect for
in, and out, of the boudoir. The
stretch satin bodice is offered in
Dazzling Blue, Black or a golden
European Nude, featuring a built-in
contour bra with underwire, lace
overlay under the bust and a sheer
mesh neckline with center lace embellishment. An equally stunning Padded
Bra and Bikini further the collection,
the bra featuring sheer lace triangle
straps that instantly convert in the
back to a racerback style.”
MOD’s debut swim collection for
SS18 includes “three collections
inspired by global wanderlust and
tropical, balmy climates: Flair, a
50s-inspired One-Piece in sleek black
or a beautiful tropical floral print;
Bold: a daring collection of flattering
styles with flirty cut-outs and adjustable ties; and Divine: a supportive
range featuring supportive swimwear
separates with slimming, vertical piping in two color choices of black/
bright rose or colorful ethnic texture/white.”
MOD by Parfait plans to introduce “new
swim collections with the Spring/Summer
2019 season, as well as new lingerie collections bi-annually.”
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café: new maidenform color

Selected styles of Maidenform solution bras
and accessories are now available in a new
color for darker skinned women: Café. The
addition is part of the Spring 2018 collection.
“Your skin is your nude,” explained a company spokesperson. “Café was selected with
women of color in mind and matched to go
unnoticed under sheer fashions. Feel like
your true self, even when no one else sees it
with these three fashion saving solutions.”
“A must have for every woman who needs
discreet solutions are the Maidenform
Petals. Now you can feel more natural and
keep your confidence with the Café Petals in
both satin and silicone. These secret weapons work wonders on braless fashions when
your bra isn’t an option. For a quick one time
use the satin petals are the perfect fix for any
fashion find. Simply remove and toss once
the dress comes off. When you need more
commitment, the silicone petals allow for
multiple wears from one pair. Hand wash
them with warm water and mild soap, dry
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and store for your next big night out.”
“Maidenform Café will also be offered on
the popular Adhesive Clip Bra in sizes A, B,
C, and D (32A-38 D). The Adhesive Clip
Bra gives just the right amount of lift, support and cleavage while being virtually invisible. With its soft fabric cups, front clasp and
silicone gel adhesive this is the perfect style
for easy application and wear. When your
night is done just gently remove and hand
wash with hot water and mild soap and store
for your next backless or strapless fashions.”
For additional info and pricing on the
Maidenform Café products contact: info@
cgintimates.com or by phone, (905) 752-0566.

2018 femmy awards

The 2018 Femmy Award honorees include
Target, Komar Intimates and Texco Hook
& Eye Tape Ltd. A lifetime achievement
award will go to Donald Allen, Jr., vice
president, creative design-core intimates,
PVH Corp. A diamond jubilee award will
be presented, “celebrating 60 years of Lycra.”
The awards, sponsored by the charitable
organization, The Underfashion Club, Inc.,

will be presented Tuesday, February 6th at
Cipriani 42nd Street in New York City.
According to the Underfashion Club, “The
Femmy Awards honor those individuals and
companies that have significantly contributed to the intimate apparel industry and its
growth. The gala is recognized as one of the
premier events in the intimate apparel industry, and is the fundraising vehicle that
enables The Underfashion Club to support
its extensive Scholarship, Awards,
Internship and Grants (SAIG) programs.
These efforts bring to life the Underfashion
Club’s credo of “Education today for a better
industry tomorrow.””
“The 2018 Femmy will proudly host the
15th Annual Student Design Contest featuring the designs of Fashion Institute of
Technology students, with the contest
theme “60 Years of Intimate Apparel
Design.” Contest winners will receive cash
awards presented by SAIG co-chairs
Suzanne Beck and Clelia Parisi.” The contest is part of the club’s “mission to help
educate, influence and attract new talent for
the future of the industry.”
B
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Opportunities Available
These Firms Seeking Investors

·
·
·
·
·

Intimates Firm, UNIQUE NICE

Revolutionary Bra With Proven Internet Sales
Swimwear Firm, Long History
Men’s Lounge and Underwear
Women’s Loungewear, Sleepwear

fmmg advisors

Market Conditions Are Ideal For Investment
Contact Nick Monjo in confidence.

718-676-4444 · Nick@fmmg.com

retail profile: maison bleue lingerie & accessories
Q&A with Rachel Stiger & Melony Chambless, co-owners

Ted Vayos, BODY: Where
is your specialty store located?
Rachel Stiger & Melony
Chambless, Maison Bleue:
Our store is located in
downtown Edmond Oklahoma.
Ted: When did you open
this business?
Rachel & Melony: We
opened in late August
2017.
Ted: Decribe your store?
Rachel & Melony: We
wanted our store to have
a very unique and clean
look. We went with all
white walls except for the
wall that separates the
store from the dressing
room area and that is our
signature “bleue.” We also
wanted the dressing room
area to feel private and
comfortable for our clients
so we made sure to make
that area secluded. It also
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serves as a great area for
bachelorette parties, girls
night or for the couple that
want to pick out that special something together.
Ted: Why did you choose
to open a business in this
area?
Rachel & Melony: We love
the feeling our downtown
offers. Edmond has a lot
of shopping areas throughout the town, but we both
felt like downtown brought
togetherness. We
are both family oriented and
when we visited
with other business owners it felt
like one big family.

next to us. All
are operated by
local
business
owners. Some of
them are Silver
Leaf Gems, Ellis Island wine
and coffee bar,
Hello
Love
Salon,
Mainstream Boutique,
Rocket
Fizz,
Pink Petal and
a great marketing group called
unknown studio.
I couldn’t name
all the stores in
downtown Edmond, but
there are several and they
all offer a unique shopping
experience.
Ted: Do you have an online
retail business?

Rachel & Melony: No,
currently we are focusing on just offering “brick
and mortar” shopping. We
are really wanting to offer
an experience as well as a
great product.

Key Brands
Curvy Kate
Lise Charmel
Mad & Mac
Maison Close
Maison Lejaby
Natori
Prima Donna
Sapph
Saxx
Wood Underwear

Ted: What makes your
store special?
Rachel & Melony: At Maison Bleue our main goal is
for everyone to feel welcomed and comfortable
when they walk through
the door. We always offer a beverage such as infused water, wine, scotch
or whiskey. We encourage
all our client’s to get a bra
fitting if they haven’t done
so in the past 6 months

Ted: What surrounding businesses will assist
your business?
Rachel & Melony:
We have several
amazing stores
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and we try to specialize
our service to that particular client. One of the main
services we offer is a wish
list. This allows the client
to shop freely and not feel
the pressure of needing to
purchase everything she
tries on. It also takes away
the “guess” for the buyer so
they may make a purchase
with confidence.
Ted: What do you look
for in an intimate apparel, swimwear, activewear,
shapewear and hosiery
brand?
Rachel & Melony: There
are several aspects we
consider when choosing a
brand to carry in our store.
Some of them are quality,
price range, size range the
lingerie comes in, comfort,
uniqueness and if they are
carried in several other
stores or big box named
stores. We want to offer Edmond, Oklahoma
brands they are not able to
get anywhere else. Almost
like they traveled to Europe to get a special piece.
Ted: List some of the
brands that are important to your store. Which

of these brands
deserves an outstanding review
from you?
Rachel & Melony:
Lise
Charmel,
Maison Lejaby,
Sapph,
Prima
Donna,
Curvy
Kate,
Natori,
Wood Underwear,
SAXX, Mad &
Mac and Maison
Close to name a
few. These brands
have all been
amazing. All of
these brands have done
very well in our store. Each
one has their own uniqueness and I don’t have any
problem backing them up.
It would be almost impossible for me to pick my favorite.
Ted: Where do you like to
shop for your merchandise?
Rachel & Melony: We love
going to Curve in New
York City to look at all the
different brands. I spent
last summer researching
different brands in Italy
and France and looking at
different laces. We are very
dedicated to our clients

and want to bring them
the best quality there is to
offer.
Ted: Have any brands disappointed you? How?
Rachel & Melony: Currently no, but we are still
very new.
Ted: Have you brought
any new products or brands
into your store recently?
Rachel & Melony: I was
working on a Saturday and
had two of their representatives from Ukraine show
up and gave me a very impressive trunk show. All of
the pieces were absolutely
beautiful and I
loved the sizes
they carry in all of
their lines.
Ted: Do you carry
other products besides those listed
above?
Rachel & Melony:
Yes, Elila, Little
Bra
Company,
Cake, Audelle and
Bluebella.
Ted:
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Describe

popular styles or trends you
plan to offer consumers?
Rachel & Melony:
In
spring 2018 we plan on
adding swimwear.
Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.
Rachel & Melony: We really try to carry all price
points ranging from $45$200 and sizes we offer are
28A-50H.
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Rachel & Melony: In Edmond we have all demographics. We mostly target
women ages 28-65, but we
cater to both male and female customers.
Ted: What will you do to
draw attention to your new
retail business?
Rachel & Melony: We have
been focusing a lot on social media and some popular local magazines. We
also spend a lot of time and
effort on our display window. We love showcasing
our pieces with the different seasons.
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retail profile: fem trend
Q&A with Jessica Navicky, owner
Then there’s Shapewear,
this is what makes my customers really get a personal fitting with very thick
and stretchy high quality
Cocoon shapewear that
ranges up to size 6x.
Ted: What makes your
store special?

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your exotic
boutique.
Jessica Navicky, Fem
Trend: Fem Trend officially opened in early September and is located in
the Heart of Tampa, Florida in The University Mall
right next to the University of South Florida. We
created a fun, unique, personal store carrying only
the most trending unique
items related to womens
intimate fashion in EVERY SIZE. We base our
styles on nightlife and
needs of the young urban
culture on social media.
We also carry all of our
items online for customers on our facebook page,
instagram, snapchat, and
website. We are mostly
known for our body jewelry which are rhinestone
metal chains that give anything an icy look at a low
price. Pasties and stockings are what everyone
knows us for too. You can
always find the most convenient items for a wardrobe malfunction here in
Fem Trend.
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Jessica: Fem Trend stands
out from others because no
other store gives you such
a personalized experience!
Personalized fittings are
where we focus the whole
entire hour on you. We ask
you questions to get a feel
of the occasion, We figure
out what colors, size, &
style flatter you most, and
we can even help you get
ready for an event by putting on your lashes, fixing
that cleavage with lingerie tape, even adjust the
size and fit of your outfit
for the occasion. It’s the
complete package for all
ladies(and men) in just one
store!

so it gives us a unique exclusive feel to our selection
of lingerie and items. We
also look for a lot of different old styles revamped
into a new and recurring
style. We try to carry every
kind of exotic piece of lingerie because most lingerie
stores don’t carry things
dancers need or have the
new items on instagram.
Fem Trend brings back old
looks and makes it new
again! We are the personal
dream WOMAN CAVE!
Ted: Describe popular
styles or trends you plan to
offer consumers?
Jessica: The styles we go
for are always very sultry and sexy. So we plan
on incorporating a lot of
styles you see celebrities
on instagram rocking, or
in rave wear. Daisy corsets
are a great example, they
are sultry and sexy but
extremely unique which
is what my customers es-

Key Brands
Co’coon
Daisy Corsets
Glitter
iCollection
Luminio Glow
Mapale

pecially look for in the
nightlife scene to stand
out of the crowd. Luminoglow is also another item
we plan on bringing into
Fem Trend because theyre
lingerie glows in the dark
and that is something that
no one has really seen before! Lumino Glow also
attracts the customers
who like to wear rave attire so this is going to be
very convenient for ravers
so they don’t have to order
everything online! Our
iCollection and GLITTER magazine we provide
are always changing every

Ted: What do you
look for in an Lingerie, Dancewear,
Clubwear,
Fetish, Steam-Punk,
Goth, Costume,
Shoesand hosiery
brand?
Jessica: We seek
affordable
high
quality
brands
like Cocoon, and
iCollection. You
don’t see this in
your
everyday
stores in the mall
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season and people absolutely can’t get enough of
GLITTER’s selection and
sizes! We plan on incorporating more of their plus
size items in a body stocking style because most
inline stores seem to not
carry sizes for my thicker
women. It’s almost like
they are forgotten in the
lingerie retail store world.

attracts the customers who like
to wear rave attire
so this is going to
be very convenient
for ravers so they
don’t have to order
everything online!

Ted: Describe the popular styles or trends in your
store.

Jessica: We try to
carry items at the
most competitive
price as possible
for the customer
to assure you that
your getting the best price
around.
We have our
Co’coon shapewear which
are all under $100, (Guys
this is what the columbian
girls are really wearing!)
We can even order all the
way up to 6x! Then our
Lingerie which is generally all under $100 to assure you the most competitive price. Thanks to
my guy Tony at Golyta we
can provide our customers
emergency orders from our
iCollection magazine immediately! Special order
items like this are prom-

Jessica: The styles we go
for are always very sultry and sexy. So we plan
on incorporating a lot of
styles you see celebrities
on instagram rocking, or
in rave wear. Mapale is
a great example, they’re
styles are items that are
new and trending and they
carry the basics customers
look for in affordable price
ranges. Luminoglow is also
another item we plan on
bringing into Fem Trend.
They’re items glow in the
dark and it is extremely
unique which is exactly
what we aim for in our
store. Lumino Glow also

Ted: Describe your
price points and
size ranges.

ised to stay under $200 for
an entire lingerie set garter, stockings and all. Our
body jewelry ranges up to
$180 for a rhinestone bra
and underwear set, but a
single rhinestone bra can
be $20 to $120 depending
on how much detail and
rhinestones are in it. All of
our other items like hand
bags, rhinestone wallets,
rhinestone sunglasses and
belts are at great prices for
about $35-$80. No one
can beat our competitive
prices, we got the DEALS!
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Jessica: We are
predominantly an
urban based demographic,
but
being right beside
The University of
Florida allows us
to attract all customers from different age groups
and cultures. We
target ALL women of ALL sizes
with a sultry sense
of style. We want
to be able to assist
any customer up to
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plus sizes and all customers with special requests.
Ted: What will you do to
draw attention to your new
retail business?
Jessica: Fem Trend is all
about drawing attention!
We plan on adding more
additions to the store like
a vanity with a licensed
makeup artist. A projector was also an addition
we were planning to add
soon to show the current
sales going on in an unusual yet unique way. We
will be advertising heavily
online and on social media! We also work with
models on social media
who promote our items.
Speaking of promoting, we
go out to the nightlife in
our area and pass out cards
and do promo shoots and
videos offering discounts
off your first purchase with
a special promo card! Promoting is the fun part but
we take it very seriously to
always keep our customers
in the loop with new products and gain new ones
from word of mouth and
networking.
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fmmg advising
Are You Looking for an INVESTOR
or BUYER for your Apparel Firm?
Our Clients Are Currently Seeking:

Any Established Intimate Apparel Wholesaler
· Intimates
Selling Consumers On Internet
· A Firm
Kids Sock or Sleepwear Firm
·
Sleep, Lounge or Underwear Company
· A Men’sPatented
Bra or Apparel Inventions
·A Men’s Internet
Underwear Retailer
· Any Other Apparel
Firms
·

Contact Nick Monjo in confidence.
718-676-4444 · Nick@fmmg.com

wood underwear •

men

(310) 339-4355 • Terresa@woodunderwear.com

patrice catanzaro ·
commercial@patricecatanzaro.info

wilderness dreams · (320) 762-2816

· maryg@wildernessdreams.com

jacques levine
• (973) 379-5806 • BRUCE@JACQUESLEVINE.COM

shoes & slippers

finance
wolford losses €6.62 million

Wolford AG, the Austria-based lingerie,
hosiery and apparel public company, reported a loss of 6.62 million euros in its first
half, covering the months May
through October, 2017.

Meanwhile, sales rose by 3.7%
compared to the same period last
year, from 67.62 million euros to
70.15 million euros. During the
same six months last year the
struggling firm lost 8.07 million
euros.
The company boasted that “following the revenue decline related
to planning mistakes in the previous year, revenue in the first half of
2017/18 stabilized, both with
respect to Wolford’s own retail
operations as well as its wholesale
business. Wolford-owned retail
stores showed an increase of 1.9%
or € 0,72 million, whereas the
wholesale segment grew slightly
by 1.2% or € 0.29 million.
Revenue of the company’s own
online business was up significantly by 32.6%, comprising a year-onyear increase of € 1.62 million,
which can be attributed to successful marketing campaigns and
improved profit availability once
again.”
In its last full year, fiscal 2016/17, the company lost 17.88 million euros and the year
before, 10.66 million euros.
In the first half of this year Wolford reported
“revenue stabilized in almost all relevant markets. The Wolford Group generated a considerable increase in the USA (+3.7%), Germany
(+2.8%), Italy (+8.5%), Austria (+8.2%),
Spain (+7.9%), Belgium (+5.6%), Switzerland
(+5.4%) and in Scandinavia (+2.9%).
Wolford’s business in its Eastern European
markets performed particularly well, recording a 36.6% rise in revenue. In contrast, revenue fell in France (-2.0%) as well as in Great
Britain (-5.5%), above all within the context
of Brexit uncertainties and the devaluation of
the British pound.”
The company continued, noting that
“restructuring measures are having an increas-

ingly positive impact. In particular, a sustainable drop of € 3.66 million in personnel
expenses was achieved, down to € 34.47
million in the first half-year. The average
number of employees (full-time equivalents)
in the first half of 2017/18 fell by 82 to 1,476
employees due to the reduction of administrative positions in European sales regions as

well as the streamlining of administrative staff
in Bregenz. Second-quarter personnel expenses alone were down € 2.28 million to € 17.03
million. This was reflected in positive operating earnings of € 1.04 million in the second
quarter despite high non-recurring restructuring expenses.”
The company pointed out that “with the help
of adjusted production planning, Wolford
managed to reduce its excessive level of
inventories from the previous year by € 7.53
million without notable sell-offs and bring
them back to a normal level.”
Wolford, which operates a number of its
own retail shops in North America and around
the world, did not say it would be closing
stores. But it did note “Additional measures to
sustainably reduce costs are in preparation.”
It added, “the company is investing in laying
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the foundation for future revenue growth.
Wolford strengthened its technical base in the
online business and hired three new online
specialists who are mainly active in the frontend segment with close customer proximity.
The marketing budget was also restructured to
systematically enhance the performance of its
online business. Last but not least, our company filled the vacant positions of
chief designer and director brand and
marketing. This sets the conditions to
the redirection and positive development of the brand and the company.”
Looking ahead to the full year,
Wolford stated it “confirms its outlook. For the current financial year,
the management has budgeted slight
year-on-year revenue growth and
continued negative operating earnings. It is known that a period of two
years is planned for implementation
of the restructuring measures aimed
at improving earnings. The relevant
measures will only take full effect
starting in the 2018/19 financial year.
Wolford anticipates renewed positive
operating earnings starting in the
2018/19 financial year.”
In mid-summer the company’s
main shareholder group announced
its plans to sell its majority stake in
the company. The terms of the sale,
the size of the stake, nor the names of
potential buyers were revealed.
According to the brief statement June
9,2017, “The main shareholder group
of Wolford AG, WMP FamilienPrivatstiftung, Sesam Privatstiftung and its
subsidiary the “M. Erthal & Co.”
Beteiligungsgesellschaft m.b.H., as well as
related parties announced today the intention
to sell their stake, which is a majority stake, in
Wolford AG. To this end, the shareholders are
starting a process, which is supported by
Deloitte Financial Advisory GmbH, for the
selection of interested parties. Wolford AG
will join this selection process. The purchase
of the majority stake by a future core shareholder shall be combined with an equity
financing transaction that shall strengthen the
company’s liquidity on a long-term basis. The
issue size has not yet been determined.
Wolford is negotiating with the financing
banks in order to secure the financing to meet
the liquidity requirements up to that time.”
— NM
B
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calendar
event & show dates 2018
2018

jan. 11-12

Swim & Active
Collective West
Anaheim Conv. Center
Anaheim, CA
activewearcollective.com

jan. 6-8

Trendz
Palm Beach County
Convention Center
Palm Beach, FL
(305) 718-4320

jan 14-17

Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

trendzshow.com

jan. 7-9

Accessorie Circuit
The Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

jan. 15-18

HKTDC Hong Kong
Fashion Week
Hong Kong Convention
& Exhibition Center
Hong Kong, China
212-838-8688
TdcTrade.com

jan. 7-9

Accessories the Show
The Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

jan. 7-9

Intermezzo Collections
The Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

jan. 7-9

Fame
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

jan. 16-17

Premiere Vision
Pier 94, New York, N.Y.
646-351-1942
premierevision.com
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MRket
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

jan 22-24

Texworld USA
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
(678) 732-2401
TexworldUSA.com

jan. 24-25

Active Collective East
Metropolitan Pavilion
New York, NY
activewearcollective.com

jan. 24-27

Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444

jan. 25-27

Surf Expo Show
Orange County
Convention Center
Orlando, FL.
1-(800)-947-SURF.
surfexpo.com

jan. 26-28

MMC Dessous Paradies
Schkeuditz, Germany
mmc-dessousparadies.de

jan. 28-29

LingeriePro
Antwerp, Belgium
info@lingeriepro.be
lingeriepro.be

jan. 28-30

Stylemax
Chicago, IL
The Merchandise mart
(312) 527-7750
Stylemaxonline.com

jan. 28-30

FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA
(415) 328-1221

fashionmarketnorcal.com

jan. tba

Trendz West
Bradenton Convention
Center
Palmetto, FL
(305) 718 4320
www.trendzshow.com

feb. 3-5

Dessous Wallau
Messecenter
Rhein-Main
Wallau, Germany
dessous.muveo.de

feb. 4-9

Intimate Apparel
Market Week

feb. 4-8

UK Spring Fair NEC
Birmingham, London
+44 (0) 20 7728 4267
springfair.com

Interfiliere Paris
Porte De Versailles,
Paris, France
+33(0)1 47 56 32 32
eurovet.com

jan. 20-22

Salon International de
la Lingerie
Porte De Versailles,
Paris, France
+33(0)1 47 56 32 32
eurovet.com

jan. 9-16

Gift Show
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

jan. 21-23

dallasmarketcenter.com

jan. 20-22

jan. 7-9

Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

Pier 94
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

jan. 21-23
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feb. tba

London Edge
Business Design Centre
Upper Street, London
+44 (0) 116 289 8249
londonedge.com

feb. 10-13

Off Price
Sands Expo
Las Vegas, NV
(262) 782-1600
offpriceshow.com

feb. 11-14

SOURCING
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14
Capsule

Sands Expo Center

Las Vegas NV
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

feb. 12-14

Curve Las Vegas
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
(212) 993-8585
eurovet.com

feb. 12-14

MAGIC
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

Platform
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14
Project

Mandalay Bay

Convention Centers

Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

Pool
Mandalay Bay

Convention Centers

Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

Stitch
Mandalay Bay

Convention Centers

Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

The Collective
Mandalay Bay
Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

The Tents
Mandalay Bay
Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-15

WWIN
The Rio Hotel
Las Vegas, NV
(702)-682-3475
wwinshow.com

feb. 17-19

Wasche und Mehr
Dortmund, Germany
+49 221 99 22 390
waescheundmehr.de

feb. 18-20

INDX Show
Cranmore Park
Exhibition Centre
Solihull, UK
0121 713 4453
indxshow.co.uk

feb. 18-20

Moda UK Lingerie
& Swimwear
NEC Birmingham,
London, UK
+44 (0) 844 588 8084
www.moda-uk.co.uk

feb. 19-22

CPM Body & Beach
Expocentre Fairgrounds
Moscow, Russia
cpm-moscow.com

feb. 24-26
Capsule
Pier 94

New York, NY
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

feb. 21-22

Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

feb. 25-27

Supreme Body&Beach
MTC World of Fashion
Munich, Germany

munichfashioncompany.com

feb. 26-28

Coterie
Javits Center
Piers 92/94
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

feb. 26-28

Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY

feb. 26-28

Fame
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

feb. 26-28

Curve New York
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
(212) 993-8585
eurovet.com

march tba

Interfiliere
Hong Kong
Hong Kong Convention
& Exibition Centre
852 2815 0667
eurovet.com

march 7-9

Gift Show
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

march 11-14

ASD Show
Las Vegas Con. Center
Las Vegas, Nevada
(800) 421-4511
asdonline.com

march 12-14

The New International
Lingerie Show
Westgate Las Vegas
Resort and Casino

Las Vegas NV
(704) 662-8793

march 18-20

National Bridal Market
Chicago, IL
(312) 527-4141
nationalbridalmarket.com

march 21-24

Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444
dallasmarketcenter.com

march tba

Trendz
Palm Beach County
Convention Center
Palm Beach, FL
(305) 718-4320
trendzshow.com

april 7-10

Stylemax Spring
Chicago, IL
The Merchandise mart
(312) 527-7750
stylemaxonline.com

april 10-12

Vows
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

april 15-18

Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

april 17-19

Altitude Intimates
Paris Las Vegas
Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, Nev.
(615) 924-4822
www.altitudeshow.com

april 18-19up

Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

april 19-21

China International
Brand Underwear Fair
Shenzhen Convention
& Exhibition Center
Shenzhen, China
siuf.com

Not responsible for errors. Please check dates with shows before making plans. Got an intimate apparel industry event, and want to let people know? Send us the information for consideration in an upcoming calendar.
Please include a contact phone number, email and web address, if available. Send all submissions ATTN: BODY Calendar, 2826 Stillwell Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11224. Or, email Ted Vayos at Ted@bodymagazine.us.
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parfait •

maternity

(562) 213-0604

•
sales@parfaitlingerie.com

shapeez •

shapewear

(877) 360-8426

•
STACIB@SHAPEEZ.COM

euroskins •
(800) 222-0026 • VP@EUROSKINS.COM

miraclesuit shapewear BY cupid •
(404) 625-5215 • ecrawford@cshape.com

rago

• (718) 728-8436 • info@ragoshapewear.com

fajas diseño de prada distributed by mapalé • (888) 402-0012 • ORDERS@MAPALEWEAR.COM

retail profile: althea’s fine lingerie
Q&A with Althea Meinhardt, owner
My detailed knowledge of
how my inventory actually
fits is the reason every customer needs my personal
attention. I quickly dispel
the idea of being able to
“own a size” and instead
how they need to just wear
what fits their shape My
role is to be an expert fit
consultant for every customer.

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your intimate
apparel specialty store.
Althea Meinhardt, Althea’s
Fine Lingerie: I chose
to locate in downtown
Milwaukee during an
era of significant upscale
residential growth within
walking distance. My store
is literally the only place
where the average woman
can buy underwear/lingerie in the City of Milwaukee that is not a discount
or plus size store. Millennials and urban seniors
alike are choosing to abandon the suburban malls to
shop small and local. The
store is within close proximity to the city’s finest
hotels and largest urban
professional white collar
employers. I opened the
storefront in March 2015.
I started my business 12
months earlier out of my
home with about $5000 of
basic bra stock inventory
for my alterations clients
who trusted my expertise
and really needed my attention for their wardrobe to truly fit and flatter
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them. I designed the store
and the way the merchandise is presented to make
customers feel like they
are standing in a funky and
yet intimate space that almost feels like a neighborhood European boutique
with a great musical vibe.
Merchandise is on display
so that a conversation can
begin about the customer’s
desires and preferences before going to the dressing
room with the right product mix. Key product categories include basic bras,
panties (mostly matching), sports bras, sleepwear,
nursing bras, men’s underwear, sleep wear, and outfits for the boudoir.

Ted: What do you look for
in a brand?
Althea: For intimate apparel, I look for a manufacturer with a wide range of
basic bras that will sell in
the Midwest to a middle
aged, middle class to upper
income average woman.
First and foremost is how
they fit. I don’t want to be
a me-too store where the
other retailers in my area
already carry the brand. As
a young and fairly small
boutique retailer, I need

Key Brands
Addiction
Ajour
Anita
Bluebella
Body Hush
Dominque
Fit Fully Yours
iCollection
Linda Hartman
Nikol Djumon
QT Intimates
Simon Perele
TC Fine
Triumph
Wood

rapid delivery and low
minimums on reorders.
My criteria for shapewear
is that it needs to make a
very obvious and visible

Ted: What makes your
store special?
Althea: ME! There is no
one like me. I AM Althea’s Fine Lingerie! My
fitting expertise and brutal honesty is the secret to
my sales success and client
relationship. I tell every
customer that my job is
to be a problem solver for
them, not a sales person.
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difference for the woman
who will wear it under
her clothing. It must be
powerful enough for a 2X
woman to look better and
still feel comfortable.
Ted: Do you sell maternity
or mastectomy bras?
Althea: I’m constantly
questioning whether to
stock nursing bras at all.
I will continue to evaluate that category next year.
Marketing costs for that
category can easily exceed
profit. Women buy sexy
merchandise and rarely
question the price. Yet
nursing bras always seem
to be a financial stretch
for the customer in spite
of mom and baby being
dependent on her breast
health.
Ted: List some of the
brands that are important
to your store.
Althea: Montelle, Anita,
Fit Fully Yours, Dominique, QT Intimates, Nicole Djumon, Ajour, Ad-

diction, Triumph, Simone
Perele, Bluebella, Body
Hush, TC Intimates, Linda Hartman, iCollection,
WOOD. Montelle Pure
Plus is my “fit bra” for most
clients C cup and above.
It’s a good seller. The proportions are excellent
for the Midwestern female genetics. Since most
women come in looking
for a modestly priced basic
nipple hiding bra without
seams, it fits the bill for
most of them. For larger
cups, with an average body
type, Dominique 4500 is
my go to. QT’s strapless
1103 is amazing! I offer it
to everybody once they are
in the dressing room. The
MSRP of $35 is an amazing margin master, since
cost is about $9. It is an
easy add-on because it fits
so well on most women.
It never gaps at the top of
the cup like many strapless
bras do that sell for more.
Ted: Where do you like to
shop for your merchandise?
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Althea: CurveNY is my
jackpot. Chicago’s Rep
showrooms have also been
valuable to discover merchandise. I go to the shows
with a list of customer
needs that I feel like I’m
missing. It could be sizing
and fit issues that my current merchandise seems to
be missing the mark for, or
product categories that I
feel like noone else in my
market is offering. I am
able to develop fairly personal relationships with
many of my clients fairly
quickly; that’s just my nature. That enables me to
try new items with some
confidence, that I wouldn’t
probably have taken a
chance on without their
input. As a buyer, you have
to remember that not all of
your clients share the same
lifestyle that you have.
Ted: Have any brands disappointed you? How?
Althea: How? Curvy Couture was a complete failure.
I found the fit to be totally
inconsistent from style to
style, and customers simply
did not like the bras even
if they did fit. The molded
cups simply did not support a heavy breast from
any angle. Royce nursing
bras were also a major mistake. Nonunderwire bras
are always a challenge, but
the larger sizes from Royce
send the breasts east and
west, and the seams are
always an issue since they
are visible under clothing.
Midwestern women are reluctant to embrace seams,
lace or color in any form
for their everyday bras.
Ted: What could these
companies do to improve?

Althea: I think the bra
companies need to use
more real women at more
size points to build their
bras. Most of them only
use a couple fit-models
when they build their samples, and then scale and
grade their patterns above,
below, and between those
fit-models’ body proportions. That might work up
to a point in the middle
of the size spectrum, but
beyond that, the formula
for scaling a pattern typically becomes something
that is more of a geometry
equation in fantasy world
than what actually fits real
women. For example: the
industry needs to realize that women with big
breasts don’t all have wide
and square shoulders that
grow proportionately with
big breasts. I will never buy
a bra from a company that
puts a D+ cup size model
in their pictures if the
shoulder straps from the
edge of the breast near the
armpit angle inward toward the neck. No woman
will ever tell you a bra that
fits like that is comfortable.
Not even the models in the
booths at Curve will admit
that!! More bras need to
be designed with shoulder
straps that are set closer
together and are almost set
directly above the nipple of
the cup. Of course balconnet and demi cup styles
require that design feature,
but not other types of bras.
For more than 20 years
prior to opening this store,
I had a full time alterations
and tailoring business. My
favorite college courses
were Theater Costume
Design and Construction.
I am very technically ori-
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ented in pattern drafting,
draping, and fitting clothing and formalwear.

Ted: Describe the popular styles or trends in your
store.

Ted: Have you brought any
new products or brands
into your store recently?

Althea: I really thought
that my store would be a
destination for basic bras
and underwear in the city.
Although it is, most shoppers love the date-night
exceptional lace cup bras
that I stock. My client
frequently buys this category of goods when it was
never even on their list to
shop with me. I am very
picky about the quality of
the lace in this category
of merchandise. Nicole
Djumon, Ajour, and Simone Perele appeal to me
because of their size and
style range, accurate fit
and how easy they are to
do business with and reorder. The quality of their
lace and workmanship is
exceptional.

Althea: In the past month
I have brought in Simone
Perele, Bluebella, Felina,
Va Bien and Charnos. I
have several boudoir photographers who refer their
clients to me. The styles
that I recently chose have
those kind of clients in
mind.
Ted: Do you carry other
products?
Althea: Black Spade offers
awesome
cotton/modal
basic underwear, but you
have to go up 2 sizes from
whatever is on their packaging. If you can get a customer past that discussion,
they will LOVE the product. Rene Rofe has a nice
fast-fashion and plus size
selection of merchandise
with a fabulous profit margin. iCollection offers several corsets that sell well.
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Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.
Althea: Although Coobie
bras sell in the $20 range,
the majority of bras sell for
$55-79. Ajour and Simone
Perele are luxury items that
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can command higher margins and prices accordingly.
Sleepwear generally ranges
from $60 to $150. Real silk
and fine lace is appreciated.

not just lyrca and lace.

Ted: What is your typical
or average customer size?

Althea: My free Google
business listing is my biggest source of new customers. Boudoir photographers are my second source
of the biggest sales per invoice. The concierges at the
local hotels in the neighborhood have been great
centers of influence and
referrals that drive walk-in
traffic.

Althea: The bra size that
sells most often is a 34DD.
Since my business is so
young and growing, I cannot say that I have noticed
changes in size trends that
account for anything more
than simply having more
customers now than when
I opened almost 2 years
ago.
Ted: What does your average customer spend per
visit to your store?
Althea: The average sale is
about $150. But is not unusual for out of town clients (especially) to spend
$500 to $1200.
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Althea: My average customer is a female in their
late 30’s to a very “fashion
forward” woman in her late
60’s. The majority of my
clients are repeat clients
and referrals from past clients. My former clothing
alterations clients are my
best source of referrals and
endorsements. The majority of my clients want to
look better and feel better than their current underwear allows. Although
comfort is important, my
role as a body positive
source of affirmation is
central to the sale and relationship that makes them
MY customer. My business is about relationships,

Ted: What has impacted
your business the most
over the past year?

Ted: What have you done
to draw attention to your
new business?
Althea: I am an advertiser
for every performance of
the Milwaukee Symphony
Orchestra, and every touring Broadway show that
comes to town in Playbill.
If someone patronizes the
arts, and comes downtown,
they should be my customer. This vehicle allows me to
get recognition of my business and location as a destination to both an urban
and suburban audience.
Edgy,
tongue-in-cheek,
but tasteful print advertising works, but it has to be
a continuous commitment.
I have been a table vendor
at various types of women’s
fairs and weekend markets.
It’s an effective form of
advertising to let women
know about my business,
but actual immediate sales
are not usually impressive.
I distribute $10 discount
cards to various types of
health professionals for
their clients who care for
women’s health such as
chiropractors,
surgeons,
and midwives.
B
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studio collants •
INFO@STUDIOCOLLANTS.US

hosiery

music legs • (888)-507-5347 • sales@musiclegs.com

nubra

• (909) 598-8808 • daren@bragel.com

lingerie

fit fully yours

· (888) 544-6190 X 226 · paul@ffygarment.com

jezebel

• (412) 841-7216 RobG@felinausa.com

impudique · charlotte catanzaro ·
commercial@impudiquedecatanzaro.com

·

00 33 (0) 491 091 470

escanté

· (800) 888-1321 • escante@escante.net style 56098H F

patrice catanzaro

·
commercial@patricecatanzaro.info

luminoglow
• +61 427 537 879 • jan@luminoglow.com

mod

FROM

parfait

· (562) 213-0604 · sales@parfaitlingerie.com

exquisite form • (514) 858-9254 X 224 • SBRONK@BLINTIMATES.COM

dreamgirl

· (800) 622-5686 · CustomerService@DGBrands.com

wilderness dreams

· (320) 762-2816 · maryg@wildernessdreams.com

oh la la cheri ·
(866) 548-2929 x 302/304 • sarah@ohlalacheri.com

aporei

• (786) 505-4570 • sales@aporei.com)

valens lingerie

• (888) 982-8949 • info@valenslingerie.com

daisy corset • (314) 587-9218 • SALES@DAISYCORSETS.COM

oh zuza!

• m.cynkier@vnd.pl

music legs, (888)-507-5347 • sales@musiclegs.com

evgenia

· hello@iamevgenia.com · Kelly Puleio Photography

lingadore •

info@lingadore.com.

